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Inheritance Protection for Married Children
by Edward D. Brown and Hudson Mead

This article discusses the state {trust laus in diaorce situations generally, the viezls that Colorado has taken in
this regard, and ztshat the planner can do to protect thefantily inheritance.

T-\ state planners often focus on taxes and family wishes as the

H primary principles of a solid estate-planning strategy.This
IJ r..-r like a logical formula for estate planning success, but
there is an equally compelling reason to focus on an often-over-
looked principle. Many clients are so busy planning for taxes and
creating distribution schemes that they fail to consider the very real

possibility of their child's divorce.

The biggest creditor of a lifetime often is a spouse. With a 500/o

divorce rate that is projected to continue or increase through future
generations, the planner and client must anticipate that a divorc-
ing spouse may try to intercept a childt inheritance. It therefore is
imperative that estate planners and clients address inheritance pro-
tection for future generations.i

To help estate planners explore inheritance protection for chil-
dren, this article provides an overview of trust law in divorce situa-
tions and relevant Colorado law. It then focuses on practical steps

planners can take to assist clients who wish to protect the family
inheritance for furure generations.

A Hypothetical Scenario
A fairly qpical discussion and plan regarding children and the

protection of inheritance may begin as follows. When it comes to
the marriage of their children, many clients insist their estate plan-
ner draft the first iine of defense-the marital agreement.2 The
planner either places a marital agreement requirement in the estate

plan, barring inheritance without one,3 or-more typically-
broaches the subject ofwhether a pre- or post-nuptial agreement is

in order. Some children will refuse to enter into such agreements,

fearing their future spouse will think they have "one foot out the
door."Ifthe child does follow through, engaging in such agree-

ments may create tension among the parties, will require separate

legal counsel for each spouse, and at times may result in a negoti-
ated compromise that satisfies no one. Each party may enter into
defensive posturing and reveal true feelings as to what he or she

feels entided. Thus, although a marital agreement is a good pro-
tection device, it is not always practical.

After the marital agreement is explored, many planners have

completed their asset protection review and move on to discussing

the dispositive provisions of a trust. In the past, trusts simply have

distributed assets outright to children at the parents'deaths and

were used as a probate-avoidance device. Later, planners and clients

began to craft the trusts to prolong distributions based on age.

Thus, assets would be distributed when a child reaches a certain
age. For example, one-third of the assets might be distributed at

age 30, half of the remaining trust corpus at age 35, and the re-
mainder at age 40.

At the same time, the trustee often is directed to distribute assets

for health, education, maintenance, and support-the "HEMS
standard."The tmst also may feature a "5 and 5"power, permirting
the beneficiary to withdraw the greater of $5,000 or 5%o of the trust
corpus in any given calendar year. A spendthrift clause can be

included and relied on to prevent the alienation oftrust assets to
third parties.

This gpical trust document is prevalent today, if not fairly stan-
dard. It also has been under attack in family courts around the
country. The current bartle focuses on whether a trust beneficiary
has a properry right or only a mere expectancy. The question is
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whether a person has a right to trust property or whether the
chances of receiving that property are too remote to amount to a

right. If the former, the properly must be identified as being marital
or separate property. To the extent it is found to be separate prop-
erty, the court can consider it an "economic circumstance,"which
allows the court to direct more marital property to one spouse over

the other.To the ertent it is found to be marital property, it is sub-
ject to division by the court.

State courts addressing similar trust attributes offer inconsistent
outcomes as for whether the trust property constirutes property,
and as to what type, for divorce 1aw purposes. A review oftrust
attributes and outcomes follows.

Age Attainment and Remainder lnterests
Beneficiaries can be granted current rights to trust income and

principal. For example, all of a trust's current income can be man-
dated to be distributed quarterly to the beneficiary. In contrast, a

beneficiary could be prohibited from receiving any financial benefit
from the trust until the beneficiary attains a certain age or survives

another individual (referred to as a remainder interest). A recurring
issue that presents itself ln a divorce is whether a remainder interest
constitutes properry subject to division in divorce. Many states rec-

ognize the "gifted" nature ofsuch a trust interest as being separate

properfy and therefore not marital property subject to division.
However, many states, including Colorado, treat the income and
appreciation relating to that separate properry which accrued dur-
ing the marriage, as marital property subject to division. In these
states, the beneficiary generally desires that such separate property,
including its income and appreciation, not be treated as property
at all for purposes ofthe division ofassets in a divorce.

Case Law
Courts differ on how they view remainder interests. The

Supreme Court of Pennsylvania nried that receiving trust assets on
attaining a certain age was a "mere expectancy." However, volun-

tarily leaving those assets in the trust after attaining the age leaves

the appreciation of those assets l'ulnerable to division as marital
propefty.4 Property to be held for a fi-xed period ofyears and then
distributed equally to beneficiaries also can amount to an
expectancy and thus not be divisible in divorce proceedings.s In
Indiana, trust assets were found not to be includable for property
division where the spouse would receive trust property outright
only on the death of the income beneficiary. The court concluded
the future interest was too remote and thus was an expectancy.6

On the other hand, a remainder interest subject only to surviv-
ing the income beneficiary was divisible in Trorrbridge'u.TTotu'
bridge, because it was ruled part of the remainder beneficiaryt
estate for the property division statute in Wisconsin .7 In DarLidson

a. Davidson, a remainder interest subject only to surviving the
income beneficiary also was found to be vulnerable to division
where it was "fixed" at the time of divorce, even when the trust doc-
ument contained a spendthrift provision.s

A remainder interest contingent on the death of the income
beneficiary was property subject to division because it amounted
to a "vested interest in the trust."g The remainder interest contin-
gent on the death of the income beneficiarywas includable in the
marital estate because it was a "vested future interest subject to
defeasance."l0 The remainder interest contingent on surviving the
income annuitants was deemed "vested," because the remainder
beneficiarywas "an ascertainable remainderman."ll

Colorado Law
The Colorado Supreme Court held in In re Marriage of Balan-

sonl2 that if a beneficiary (the spouse in question) has a remainder
interest and only has to survive the income beneficiary to receive

it, the interest is considered a dMsible property interest. Thus, the
appreciation on that property during the marriage temfe could be

factored into the marital property equation.13 This was the result
even though the income beneficiary (the spouse's father) had the
right to income and to invade principal.

More Protective vs. Less Protective

1.Tmst period lasts for multiple generations (dynasty)

2. Spendthrift clause

3. Pure discretionary distribution powers

4. Third party holds power of appointment

5. Beneficiary holds no general power of appointment

6. Beneficiary holds only a limited power of appointment,
excluding the spouse from its donee class

7. Distribution trlrstee is a corporate professional trustee

8.Trust owns discountable assets

9. Multiple beneficiaries, none ofwhom is primary

10.Trustee not required to equalize distributions

1. Outright age-based distributions or distributions
contingent on surviving a particular individual

2. No spendthrift clause

3. Distributions mandatory or subject to a standard

4. Ultimate distribution to beneficiary not subject to
defeasance by any other parr1,

5. Beneficiary holds broad general power of appointment

6. Beneficiary holds limited power of appointment,
including the spouse within its donee class

7. Distribution trustee is the beneficiary or the beneficiary's

relative, friend, or employee

8.Trust holds cash or marketable securities directly

9. Only one primary beneficiary

10.Trustee required to equalize distributions
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Specifically, in Balanson,the spouset (that is, the beneficiary's)
father was the current beneficiary of what was referred to in that
case as "Trust B."As trustee, the spouset father could make princi-
pal distributions from that trust to himself during his lifetime to
the extent deemed necessary for his proper supportr care, and
maintenance.

It should be noted here that the terms "proper support, care, and
maintenance" fall short of giving the trustee total unfettered dis-
cretion to make distributions to himself as the beneficiary. The
Colorado Supreme Court stated in its opinion that it previously
had concluded that a "present fi-red right to future enjoyment gives
rise to a vested interest in property, even ifthat interest is subject
to complete divestment." Further, the Court distinguishes the Ba/-
anson facts from those in the eather Janes case.l4InJones,the trustee
had complete and uncontrolled discretion to distribute trust assets
to a beneficiarywho might or might not be the spouse in question.
Specifically, distributions of any or all of the trust assets inJones
could have been made to the spouse's father or the spouse's descen-
dants to the exclusion of the spouse, if the trustee decided to do so
in his or her discretion. Ba lansonheld that a remainder interest in a
trust, even though it is subject to divestment, will constitute prop-
erry for marital law purposes.15

The key factual distinction between Balanson andJones seems to
be that, on the event of the spouse's father's death in Balanson,the
trust proceeds would be distributed (outright and free of trust)
direcdy to the spouse (as long as she suryived her father). In Jones,
when the spouset father dies, the trust assets remain in trust for
the benefit of the spouse for the remainder of her life, followed by a

disposition of the trust assets to her descendants at her death. This
suggests that (absent any other considerations that would suggest
to the contrary) a spouse's interest in a multi-generational-for
example, a long-term,/generation-skipping trust (GsT)-arrange-
ment would be less susceptible to being treated as a property right
in a divorce.

As noted above, the Colorado Supreme Court stated in Balan-
son that it previously had concluded that a "present fixed right to
future enjoyment gives rise to a vested interest in property, even if
that interest is subject to complete divestment." On remand by the
Supreme Court to the Court of Appeals, the appeilate court's
opinion contained language suggesting that the appellate court
may have placed less weight on the vested interest reference.16
Courts of other states and some commentators have suggested
inconsistent views in that regard. Some prefer to apply the prop-
erty law vesting concept in finding that there is a properry interest
for divorce purposes. Other courts have found that whether 

^prcp-erly interest exists in a divorce proceeding depends on how remote
the interest appears to be, using a facts-and-circumstances
approach.lT

In 1995, before Balansonwas decided, the Colorado Legislature
adopted Uniform Probate Code ({.IPC) 5 2-707(b) in CRS S 15-
77-707Q).Itprovides that "[a] future interest under the terms of a
trust fu contingent on the beneficiaryt surviving the distribution
date" (emphasis added). As such, the comment to this section con-
cludes that future interests (in trust) are'hon-vested."The Colo-
rado statute applies to instruments "executed or republished or
reaf&rmed on or afterJuly 1,,7995."It has been suggested that the
new statute might have a bearing on whether a remainder interest
in a trust is vested.18 Because the statute was in effect at the time
Balanson was decided, its applicability,if any, to the treatment of
remainder interests in trusts as property can be questioned.

Drafting Con siderations
When drafting a trust, thought should be given to creating a

GST trust that keeps the assets in trust for the beneficiary's life-
time. At the beneficiaryt death, the trust continues in the same
fashion for the next generational descendants.

Even though the generation-skipping approach can be helpfirl
in chatacterizing an interest in trust assets as a mere expectancy,
drafting strategies alone cannot avoid an interest in a trust being
subject to property division ifthe trust is a sham or involves a
fraudulent conveyance. For example, n Kaladic v. Kaladic,1e in
anticipation of divorce, a spouse funded a trust for her own benefit
as an attempt to remove the assets from the reach of a court's
power to direct how the property would be divided in the divorce
action. The court treated the trust assets as property.

This case involved a "cooperative" trustee who simply followed
the beneficiaryt wishes. In such a fact pattern, the separateness of
the trust (and its assets) from the beneficiary could be viewed as a
sham and, therefore, no different from a situation in which no trust
exists. An independent corporate trustee would support a showing
that the trustee acts independent of the beneficiary's demands,
which should avoid this resuit.

Even ifthe trust is generation skipping, the beneficiary should
not have unilateral power (whether as a trustee, setdor, or benefici-
ary) to access the trust assets. For example,in Lynch v. Lynch,2o the
spouse created a revocable trust. Because the spouse could revoke
the trust at any time, the trust assets were treated the same as if
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they had been owned direcdy by that spouse.This in effect equated
to the spouse having a general power of appointment over the trust
assets.

The generation-skipping approach by itself may not be a solu-
tion to trust assets being deemed a property interest held by the
beneficiary. For example, in a case in Massachusetts captioned
Comins v. Comins, a beneficiary had the right to receive distribu-
tions from a trust for "comfort, welfare, support, travel and happi
ness."At the beneficiary's death, the trust assets were to be distrib-
uted to the beneficiary's heirs (subject to the beneficiary's power to
appoint the assets in an alternative fashion at her death). The court
nevertheless held that the beneficiary had a property interest in the
trust assets that constituted a part of the divisible marital estate.21

Thus, having a generation-skipping approach combined with an

incredibly broad discretionary distribution clause sti11 could give
rise to a property interest. On the other hand, inJones,22 discussed
eadier, the tnrst assets were determined to not be a property inter-
est in a discretionary generation-skipping trust scenario.

Spendthrift Clauses
A spendtfuift clause may be helpfi-rl in preventing creditors from

obtaining trust assets. Such a clause is designed to stop creditors of
beneficiaries from pursuing trust assets or otherwise alienating
property away from the trust. These clauses have endured decades

of attacks from frustrated creditors. However, they are not ironclad
when it comes to certain qpes of creditors. Public policy purposes
may cause the spendthrift clause to be overridden.

Case Law
Some states override spendthrift clauses for both alimony and

child support.23 These often are states that have adopted the Uni-
form Tiust Code. Others bar alimony and except child support.
Sti11 others deny both or are undecided on the issue.2a

Colorado Law
In In re Marriage of Rosenblum,2s the court factored in the

spendthrift provision as part of its conclusion that the trust was not
a property right. In Colorado and elsewhere, however, even if the
spendthrift clause helps to insulate the trust assets from a property
setdement, the court may award additional non-trust assets to the
other spouse under the economic circumstances statutory provi-
sion.

Drafting Con sideration s

The existence ofa spendthrift clause could be a factor in a

courtt decision. Alone, however, it may not be dispositive.

Standards of Distribution
If a trustee of the trust is required to make distributions of

income and/or principal to the child according to a certain stan-
dard (such as HEMS), this can provide the divorcing spouse

greater rights to the trust assets. In contrast, ifa trustee has pure
discretion in making distributions, the beneficiary's rights are much
more left to chance.

The Colorado Lawyer I November 2012 | Vol.41, No. 11 10'1
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Case Law
Despite the generai premise mentioned in the preceding para-

graph, a December 2011 NewJersey Supreme Court declsion
involved trusts using an ascertainable standard with respect to dis-
tributions to be made by the trustee (limited to the beneficiary,s
health, education, maintenance, and support).The court concludld
that the HEMS standard cannot be used as a basis for increasing
an alimony award against a trust beneficiary.26In Comins i.
Camins, the court held that having broader standards by using the
words "comfort, welfare, support, travel and happinesst'can .r.rr.
trust property to be included in the division equation.2T

A court could view the Restatement (Second) ofTrus! as a basis
for allowing a spouse access to a pure discretionary trust.2s The
Restatement aJfows a spouse to enforce a claim against a trust, even
with a spendthrift clause, to satis{' an alimony c1aim. On the basis
of public policy, this rationale was applied in the Mississippi case
Sligh v. First Nat'l Bank of Holmes County,2e which involved a tort
action and not a divorce, going beyond ihe Restatement to subject
such trust assets to a successful tort action claim that involved
intentional or grossly negligent acts. Although the state legislature
later passed law to prevent such a result, this shows u .orr.* po*..
to pierce spendthrift protections, even in a trust that al1ows the
trustee total discretion in making distributions.

Colorado Law
In Colorado, considerable case law exists on the question of

whether an interest in an irrevocable trust constitutes a property
interest. As with case law in other states, Colorado cases 

^foar,, 
on

the powers of invasion and what interest the beneficiary spouse has
in the trust principal. In In re Marriage af pooley,3o the Colorado
Court ofAppeals concluded that the non-benefitiarT spouse could
not reach the corpus or income ofthe discretionary trust, because
the beneficiary spou_se could not force the trustee to pay out
income or principal. The tmst stated that the trustees had discre-
tion to pay all or part of the income and principal to the beneficialy
as the trustees thought necessary.

Drafti ng Con siderations
There is a tendency by many estate planners to incorporate

ascertainable standards into a trust agreement as opposed to using
purely discretionary distribution provisions. This is done to: (1)
give a trustee more guidance; (2) grant the beneficiary certain
rights to compel distributions from a trustee who fails to meet
those standards; and (3) avoid unanticipated scenarios where the
discretionary powers could somehow be deemed to be subject to
the beneficiaryt control, which could cause the trust asseti to be
included in the beneficiaryt ta-xable estate. Norwithstanding this
inclination, the above Colorado case suggests that the opposite
result might occur in marital dissolution proceedings. Using a dis-
cretionary standard instead ofan ascertainable standard might bet-
ter protect the trust assets in a divorce.

- _Having a corporate trustee of a discretionary trust can be help-
firl,as well. A family member serving as trustee could be susceptible
to family pressures to make distributions. The independence of an
institutional-type trustee, on the other hand, would more likely be
insulated from such family pressures. This way, the chance of hav-
ing a beneficiary be viewed as having defacto control over the trust
assets is less likely.

AJso worthy of mention is De/ano,31where the beneficiary was
the sole beneficiary. Even though this was only one of a number of
facts that led the court to conclude that the tmst assets constituted
property rights for purposes of a tax 1ien,32 it shows that it may be
advisable to avoid having the divorcing beneficiary be the sole ben-
eficiary, or even the primary beneficiary. Having muitiple benefici-
aries in a purely discretionary trust where the trustee is not required
to equalize distributions among them can make the divorcing ben-
eficiary's rights to distributions even more remote.

lncome lnterests
When a trust mandates that its income be paid currently to the

beneficiary, it would seem that there is a greater chance thai a court
could arrive at a value on that income stream.The court then could
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conciude that, because the beneficiary is guaranteed that income,

it is to be treated as a martial asset.

Case Law
The North Dakota Supreme Court held that a mandatory

income interest and limited withdrawal right can be included as

marital property subject to division.33 On the other hand, the

Deiaware Supreme Court mled that a mandatory income interest

was not divisible properrybecause it could not be reduced to con-

structive or actual possession.3a

Colorado Law
In In Re Marriage of Guinn,3s the court held that the mandatory

income interest was not propefy subject to division. The court
relied on the following facts: (1) the trustees could use their rea-

sonable discretion in determining what was allocable to income

versus principal; (2) the beneficiary had no ultimate right to the

principal; and (3) the beneficiary could not direct how the trust
assets were to be invested. A different result might occur if the

income beneficiary were a trustee who controlled allocations
between principal and income.

Drafting Con sideration s
A practitioner might consider giving the settlor of the trust

power to exchange assets of equal value with the trust at any time.

This power causes the trust income to be ta.xable to the settlor
instead of to the trust or beneficiary. However, it also creates uncer-

tainty as to whether the trust will have an income flow, because the

settlor could at any time replace income-producing assets with
appreciating assets. It is important to consider whether this power

fal1s within the criteria set forth in Revenue Ruling 2008-22.36 If
this power is not desirable, the trustee can be given the express

power to reinvest trust assets at any time, even if such reinvestment

results in litde or no current income production.

Trusts Subject to Another's Powers of Appointment
The existence of a general power of appointment held by a third

party might affect the treatment of a child's interest in a trust as

property. Examples are discussed below.

Case Law
In S.L. a. R.L.,t; the court held that the trustwas not part of the

marital estate because it was subject to complete divestment on the

child's mother's exercise of her general power of appointment. This
means she could redirect the trust assets to anyone, even to herself.

The Massachusetts appellate court reached a similar conclusion

with respect to a special power of appointment.3s

Colorado Law
The issue has not been specifically addressed in any Colorado

appellate court decision. However, there was a Colorado trial court

case that took the view that a remainder interest subject to the
spouset parentt non-general power of appointment nevertheless

was a property interest instead of a mere expectancy.3e

A general power of appointment is distinguishabie from a non-
general (limited or special) power of appointment with regard to
its impact on a beneficial interest being a property right. For federal

estate tax purposes, a genetil. power is tantamount to the or*ner-

ship of the property by the power holder, whereas a limited power

is not considered ownership ofthe property that is the subject to

appointment power.4o- 
It-t r.rpotrr. to the Colorado Court ofAppeals rn Garman,al the

Colorado Legislature passed CRS S 14-10-113(7)(b), which pro-

vides that a spouse's property in a divorce shall not include an

interest in a trust created by a third Party to the extent that third

party can amend or revoke that trust. It could be argued that this

statute could apply when a third party has a power of appointment

over tmst assets, with the argument being that such a power by the

third parry in effect, makes the trust amendable. However,in In re

the Marriage ofDale,a2 the Colorado Court of Appeals' on the basis

of the legislative history of the statute, limited the statute's appli-

cation to situations involving a living third parryt revocable estate

planning documents and declined to apply it to third-party powers

over irrevocable trusts.

Drafting Consideration s
Having a beneficiaryt rights to tmst assets subject to another's

general power of appointment could be a helpfi.rl provision to bet-

ter protect the trust assets from divorce. A power of appointment
(whether it be a general power or a special power) held by the older

generation beneficiary may help render the remainder interest an
-xpectancy. 

Even if this power of appointment does not reduce the

property interest to an expectancy, it can diminish the value of the

Property intefest.
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Beneficiary Holding a Power of Appointment
If the beneficiary holds a general power to direct trust assets to

be transferred to anyone, including to that beneficiary the assets

that are subject to that power could be viewed as a properry right.
Similarly, if the beneficiary as tmstee has broad discretionary pow-
ers to distribute trust assets to himself or herself, the same argu-
ment can be made.

Case Law
In the Vermont case of Chilcott a. Chilcott,a3 the court held that

when the beneficiary holds an unrestricted right to access the trust
assets, those assets are a property right. When the beneficiary holds
only a special power of appointment, the result may be the oppo-
site.In Cooley v. Cooleya such a power was held not to be a prop-
erty right.

Colorado Law
The Uniaersity Nat'l Bank t. Rhaadarmerl5 case is cited as sup-

port for the position that the beneficiary's general power of
appointment is not a property right.That case involved an annual 5
and 5 right ofwithdrawal.

Dpfting Considerations
I If the trust is designed to give the beneficiary a power to redi-

rect the disposition ofthe trust assets (so that the beneficiary has

an important element of control over the trust), a planner might
consider restricting that power to a special power of appointment.
This way, the beneficiary cannot appoint the assets to himself or
hersel{ thereby avoiding the concerns raised above. Further, it may
be helpfi-rl to not allow a spouse to be a permissible donee of such
power.

Trustee Selection and Behavior
Trustee selection is very important. Careful drafting can accom-

plish only so much with tlrp.it to the protection of t ist assets in a

divorce. trqually important is how the trustees and beneficiaries
interact with regard to the trust. Even a wholly discretionary trust
could be subject to a determination that the beneficiary has a prop-
erty right in the trust if the facts and circumstances show that the
beneficiary has defacto free access to trust funds.

Case Law
In United States r.t. Delano,the court ruled in favor of the credi-

tor/plaintiff, the IRS. One of the "bad facts" of the case was that
the setdor named her son trustee of a discretionary trust.a6 The son
also was the sole beneficiary. The court found that the absence of
an independent trustee gave the son too much power over the trust
principal and income.

A similar result was reached in the Massachusetts case, Caruso

v. Caruso,17 where the court found the beneficialy's accountant as

trustee amounted to a "yes mad'for the beneficiary and therefore
was in too close a relationship to exercise independent judgment.
The court held that even though a trust was purely discretionary,

when the beneficiary appears to hold de facto control of the trust,
its property becomes subject to division.as

Colorado Law
In re Marriage af Rosenblumae involved a discretionary trust.The

Colorado Court of Appeals found that the beneficiary treated the
trust assets as his own. For example, he occasionally borrowed from
the trust without any requirement for interest to be paid or for a

written promissory note. Even under these circumstances, the trust
assets were not considered a property right.

D rafting Consideration s
Appointing a non-beneficiary trustee who has no association

with the divorcing beneficiary supports a finding of the "complete
discretion" that courts look for in finding a mere expectancy. The
trustee should not be the beneficiary or anyone in a close relation-
ship with the beneficiary such as an accountant, friend, or relative.

The trust terms should not allow the beneficiary to replace the
tmstee with himself or hersef a friend; a relative; or a subordinate,

such as a child or employee.
The key is to prevent the court from viewing the named trustee

as a defacto agent ofthe beneficiary. Consideration therefore should
be given to appointing a disinterested or independent third-party
trustee, such as a corporate trustee. Ifthere is hesitation to use a

corporate trustee, the corporate trustee could be a co-trustee with
distribution powers, or there could be a trust protector who can

exercise independent judgment to remove and replace a corporate
trustee with another if there are legitimate beneficiary com-
plaints.so A trust protector may be preferable to giving the benefi-
ciary the unlimited right to replace the corporate trustee. Such a

right might permit a beneficiary to shop for trustees and find one

who will do and distribute exactly what the beneficiary desires,
which is a "bad fact" that reduces independence.

Valuation
If trust assets are included as marital assets, the court needs to

determine the value of the includible assets.The court can use

various methods of determining the value, such as using a per-
centage ofprevious distributions from the trust to that benefici-
ary. Also, the shorter the life expectancy of the life e state holder,
the higher the valuation of a remainder interest, all other things
being equal.

Case Law
A Vermont case, Kasser a. Kasser,sl included discussion about a

500/o interest in several hotel properties. The court allowed the
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value ofthose properties to be discounted for division purposes due

to the fractional nature ofthe ownership.

Colorado Law
The court in Balanson recognized that the valuation of the

remainder interest in that trust would be difficult because the ben-

eficiary's interest was subject to his father's income interest in the

trust and right to invade its corpus. Although it was di{ficult, the

valuation was necessary.

Draftt ng Considerations
The more contingent the beneficiary's rights to distributions,

the more likely the value of those rights will be diminished for
divorce purposes. If a trust is drafted in a way that makes the bene-

ficiary's rights to any trust assets uncertain-such as making the

trust subject to divestment, a third party's discretion or veto' or
some other contingency outside the beneficiary's control-it could

be dilficult or impossible to apply valuation or mortality tables to
quantif, the present value ofany proPerty right the beneficiary
holds. For example, in the 2003 case of In re the Marriage of Mohr-
lang,s2 the Colorado Court of Appeals remanded a case to the trial
court to apply a discount factor to the value of a beneficiaryt inter-
est in a trust to take into account the standards ofdistribution
described in the trust and the likelihood that the beneficiarywould
survive his parents, which was required to receive the remainder

interest in the trust.
A corporate trustee, as opposed to a family member or close

friend of the famiy,again may be usefi;l.That would prevent fam-
ily dynamics from being viewed as making distributions more

likely and, thus, reducing the value of the beneficiary's interest.

Conclusion
The odds of divorce for future generations are increasing.When

consulting with clients who are parents, the estate planner must dis-

cuss protecting inheritances from a future divorcing spouse. Hav-
ing this conversation will highlight a vital consideration often over-

looked by the client in the absence ofthe planner's good counsel.
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